
Garmin Updates Coming for G5 and G3X Touch™

Garmin is pleased to announce the addition of new features and enhancements to the G5 electronic
flight instrument for certified and experimental aircraft, including the display of outside air
temperature (OAT), true airspeed ( TAS), winds and more. New wireless flight and engine data
streaming as well as new display configurations are also coming soon to G3X Touch flight displays for
experimental aircraft.

The G5 electronic flight instrument will soon be capable of displaying outside air temperature (OAT) and true airspeed ( TAS) using a temperature probe and the
new Garmin GAD™13 adapter. For aircraft where G5 is paired with a compatible PFD such as G3X Touch, G5 will  display  this  information  with  a  software

update. New  for experimental aircraft, G5 can also display density altitude below the altimeter while the aircraft is on the ground.

The G5 electronic flight instrument for certificated aircraft can soon be paired with dual  digital Garmin navigation  sources,  such  as  a  GTN™650/750  or
GPS175/GNC®355/GNX™375, and manually switch between the sources within the G5 Please note, the GFC500 autopilot is the only autopilot approved to be

used when dual navigation sources are connected to G5.

For VFR installations, pilots can also use a Garmin portable to display lateral course deviation information on the G5.

G3X Touch for Experimental AircraftPilots are provided with a comprehensive, in-depth look at engine performance and trend data with G3XTouch for
experimental aircraft, which includes built-in engine and flight data logging. In addition to data logging, pilots can view real-time detailed engine information

within the Garmin Pilot™app on Apple mobile devices.

G3X Touch  for Experimental Aircraft  is  also  adding  a  new display  configuration -a  standalone  Multifunction  Display (MFD) with an optional Engine
Indication System (EIS). Software updates for G5 and G3X Touch are expected to be available in August. A Garminbundleincluding the GAD™13 adapter and

GTP 59 temperature probe isalso expected to be available in August.
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